Title: _________________ for Christmas
VERB ENDING IN -ING

Our movie’s beautiful leading lady, Holly, is portrayed by ________________________. She is an up-and-coming executive at a Manhattan
FEMALE ’90S SITCOM STAR

company that sells Christmas ________________________. Shortly before the holiday, there is a crisis involving customers in the rural town of
KITCHEN UTENSILS

________________________ ________________________. The company’s boss chooses Holly instead of her workplace rival, Ivy, to solve the
A FARM ANIMAL

A BODY PART

problem before Christmas Eve.
She is elated to get this opportunity, but disappointed she must skip her vacation in ________________________ with her fiance. He is a vice
A PLACE

president at their company and has been engaged to Holly for ________________________ years. At first glance, he seems perfect for her, but
A NUMBER

Holly tells a workplace confidant she has doubts about ________________________ him because he hates Christmas, her favorite holiday.
VERB ENDING IN -ING

Duty-bound, our heroine rushes to the small town, arriving during the annual Christmas parade, which features Santa and his trusty,
red-nosed ________________________, Rudolph. In her haste to get to the town, however, Holly forgot to pack extra ________________________.
ANIMAL

ARTICLES OF CLOTHING

What she’s wearing is ruined when two parade spectators spill ________________________ on her as she bumps into a handsome man
A FOOD

wearing the most festive ________________________ she’s ever seen.
SINGLE ARTICLE OF CLOTHING

Holly and the small-town hunk, portrayed by an unknown actor from ________________________, have undeniable romantic chemistry.
A COUNTRY

She can’t stop gazing into his ________________________ eyes. Also, he loves Christmas. Although tempted, she resists acting on
A COLOR

her feelings because she is engaged. While disappointed, the hunk helps Holly solve the crisis, which is accomplished by
________________________ the parade Santa, who is also the mayor and is portrayed by ________________________.
VERB ENDING IN -ING

FORMER TV SITCOM DAD

Together, they discover her fiance has hatched a plot to seize control of the company. Heroine Holly phones him and discovers he’s at
a vacation resort in far-off ________________________ with office rival Ivy. Angered and hurt, she calls off the engagement. When he starts to
A PLACE

argue, the resort’s wait staff accidentally drops ______________________ gallons of ________________________ on the cad and his secret girlfriend.
A NUMBER

A DRINK

Now it’s Christmas Eve, and at last our leading lady has new clothes. It’s time for her to return to work in the big city, where she’s getting a promotion: She will be the new vice president in charge of ________________________. She bids farewell to her new small-town friends.
A CHORE

“________________________,” she says. “This is harder than I expected.” Then the small-town hunk asks her to stay and marry him. Perhaps
AN EXCLAMATION

they can start their own company selling ________________________ to the locals.
KITCHEN UTENSILS

As snow begins to fall and Christmas church bells ring, she says yes and ________________________ him on the lips.
VERB — PRESENT TENSE

